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About This Game

You are alone. Lost in a maze. Defenseless... One wrong step and you're dead... But there is hope! Find weapons, potions, and
armor hidden in the maze to aid you on your quest to find the exit!

Advance through increasingly difficult mazes full of skeletons, traps and more. Take your pick of either normal or hardcore
mode. In normal mode, when you die, you drop your items and restart the current maze. In hardcore mode, when you die, you

lose all your progress. Compete on the leaderboards for the hardest maze completed!

Each time you play, expect a different experience. Every maze is completely unique and randomly generated.

Estimated time to complete each maze:
Maze 1: 30 seconds
Maze 5: 2 minutes
Maze 10: 8 minutes
Maze 15: 20 minutes

... ad infinitum

FEATURES:

Unlimited unique mazes (randomly generated)
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Full ACTION (no crafting nonsense)

Traps

Weapons

Potions

Armor

Normal mode

Hardcore mode (death resets progress, separate leaderboard)

Game save/load

MORE TO COME – leave your ideas in the discussion boards!

������
Mac: PS4, XBox360, Steam Controller

Windows: PS4, XBox360, Steam Controller
Linux: Steam Controller
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Title: Maze And Dagger
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Endwise, HatFeather
Publisher:
Endwise, HatFeather
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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maze daggers

Achievements: "COMBAT CAT" and "STREET CAT" seem unattainable. Thus, "COMBAT CAT"(all achievements unlocked)
is also unattainable. While not necessarily broken, they require an unreasonable amount of kills in a single run(something that is
not tracked!)

+Unique match-3 mechanics
+Upgrade system
+Cute art
+Addicting
+Cheap

=Retro aesthetic\/music

-3 unattainable achievements
-Constant border on the edges
-Windowed mode does not get rid of the border

Honestly, it hurts me to not recommend this game. It's a really fun match-3-- er, y'know, 4. It has a cool swapping mechanic that
I, personally, have not yet seen. The artstyle is cute. I love cats. It's a great game. If you don't care about achievements, I'd say go
for it. It's a blast. The only major issue besides the achievements is that, even in a window, 2\/3 of the playscreen is a large
border. If the achievements were fixed, I'd definitely change this review.. game is alot of fun , my shoulders are burning from
using the bow , hope they add more levels soon
. +Beautiful little story
+Whimsical
+Merry
+Not too expensive for short movie

-It's only a short movie with nothing you can interact with.

3\/5

Great short little film, though would be better if there was some interaction, For 2 bucks I'd definitely give it some love.. This is
a nice platformer with lots of charm. You start out with nothing and as you find more equipment more of the world can be
reached. It feels nice to finally find that item that lets you get past that obstacle you saw a while ago. There is a good bit of
variety in the puzzles and challenges you face, and it never felt to me like it fell into a repetitive formula.

The dialogue is nice with a few laughs to be had, the art is nice to look at and fits this type of game and the music enhances the
atmosphere and is great enough to listen to on its own. I really enjoyed the original Treasure Adventure Game and this remake
has what made the original fun with more polish.. An interesting concept. It's like reading a book and treasure hunt at the same
time. Simple yet beautiful. Will there be a second sequel?. The closest I'll ever get to playing Scarface: The World Is Yours on
Steam. :'(. i got this game on clearnce at walmart in a pack or 3 game this professional farming sim and trainz for 2 dollars thank
god i did i wouldnt pay full price for this pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ go buy faming simulator 2015 by giants its has logging
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Amazing quirky game with a rick and morty-esque vibe that's brought down by terrible controls. EDIT: giving the game a
thumbs up because of the great devs behind the game willing to improve upon the games controls and listening to the
community. On em!. Fun game to play now and then, easy ro run on most computers and the split screen works quite well. All in
all good game if you enjoy Formula One racing. Also, the graphics are quite nice for an old game like this. Worth the money.. I
can not recommend this game to be honest. It's short. The alternative game modes can be annoying. You can not choose which
type of mode you get, you have to spin a wheel so it's random.

Extended play (after "beating" the normal play) could have been redeeming since then you can do the game modes you've
missed in the different hidden object scenes, but by then I was so bored, I de installed. I felt no sense of reward but
completionists might like to do all modes on all scenes and fill the board with stars :)

Don't buy if not on super sale.

Edit: I forgot to mention the bonus thingies that randomly pop up with which you can earn extra hint tokens: they are timed with
a nervous melody that made me rather jittery.. I bought this game after watching a video that included the beginning of the
game, after that I played the game nonstop for the first time, from beginning to end in one go, took me 12 hours and I enjoyed
each of those hours very much.

I would recommend this game for people who are patient and are willing to use alot of time to read and think.. Bought this game
because this company also made Solar Settlers, which is an excellent game. This is close to unplayable though. Bad UI, hard to
read text, some UI bugs, and overall poor feel.

OOPS, turns out it starts out at lowest resolution. Once I fixed that, it looked much better.

However, I didn't like the gameplay very much. Seems a bit too simple and boring. (Unlike Solar Settlers.)
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